
FashMelange-2019 

  The fash me lange is a state level seminar cum symposium conducted 

for the Students of Fashion Technology for exhibiting their talents and portfolio 

designed garments. It was conducted on 2/3/2019 inagurated by Mr.Mathan 

Kumar.S , Head Trade Promotion ,Tex Valley and the special address by 

Mr.Praveen, Head, Fashion Designer Club TexValley erode.It aim at developing 

students with their ideas and showcasing their creative in a broad platform.As a 

designer it is the main part of the fashion designers to explore their ideas and 

showcase the hidden creatives 

                      



Destyllio and Validictory 

The ability of the students to create any thing new is appreciated .The inspiration 

when established are mostly welcomed by us in providing them the ambience of 

the.stores. The Students when appreciated reach their heights and the products  of 

creativity increases. The Destyllio a program to exhibit the hidden talents in them. 

11 students participated in the programs and set up the store based on their own 

theme and ensured maximum unity among their group participants .The designiva 

not only taught to design but coprration among the students and their strength in 

Unity 

 

 



Fevicryl Fabric painting Workshop 

Painting is an art which creates a pleasure and creativeness in 

minds. When the painting is appreciated by anyone it creates 

an enomorous joy .We organized a workshop joined with 

fevicryl to analyse and study the brief ideas of painting.The 

Fevicryl specialist Mrs.Thulasi Kannan of pidillite industries 

joined us on 20-12-2018.  The number of students participated 

in the workshop were 9 and they were enriched with different 

methods and tips in Fabric Painting. Dry Strokes, Wet painting, 

Shading and many more were taught and the student’s created 

their master piece with her tricks and tips. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



FASHMELANGE-2019 

 Explore Creativity in students 

 Create a Competition among students in the competitive world 

FEVICRYL FABRIC PAINTING WORKSHOP 

 Know Painting Techniques and methods 

 Study on Various Colour Combinations 

DESTYLLIO AND VALIDICTORY 

 Innovation and Creation in students 

 To Learn Team work in students 

 


